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CHAPTER I
INTOOrUCTEON
Motherhood is a state which creates specific respon-
sibilities whether the children are bom in or out of
wedlock* These responsibilities are generally ingrained
within one* It is, in fact, a basic instinctive respon-
sibility for man or animal to protect and provide for
his young, although it sometimes happens that one finds
an animal that disregards this basic instinct: one who
attempts to kill or does kill its young. Occasionally
also a man or a woman is encountered who does not abide
by this great moral responsibility of protecting and
providing for his young* Men and women such as these
have created within the community in which they live a
vital social problem - a problem which has been with us
since the beginning of human existence, and which, to
date, still has not been adequately met*
Since the establishment of the Juvenile Court of the
State of Rhode Island on July 1st. 1944, one phase of the
writer's work has been that of "supervising," or extend*
ing case work services to female adults who have appear-
ed before that court on the charge of neglect of children
and who have been placed on probation. In working with
lo 3vo ie nl mod ©ia natbXino ©iw i©/id©jdw said- XXX iXs
bettlMisal tXI*iei:i©3 8©ld XlltfXecroqeei ©Bsrff .tfooX£©w
-noqa©i ©vXdonldent oXsarf b «5oa* cX «al 51 .©no nln^I*
io"L ©^JhrciH *,rt* doedoiq otf L*tct±c& 10 ram id x^**^**
tcnXl ©no 5 Aft? ©n©qq«rf «©mX3emo© 51 rt&tforidXa «&n;/ox
Oifw 9flo onXd znl oXaBtf &lr(d ©jbisoftinXf} d ©/id XafifXna icis
1 JXIJ Beob io XXX">' od e>dqirr©dda
©oXc© 5 on s©ob otin &eiedn.noon© aX name* © io a o«Xa
bnjB 3xrXd-v«Joiq lo ^dXI.MXenoqB#i Xaio*n d©eia aXxid -^cf
eesrtt ©jb rfo^a neaow to© neM ^n/K>x &Xri 10'i snXbXvoiq
©vXX fNftf iv.oXdw nl ijdXmmnio© ©dd nXridXw feed a©io ©vari
8L' ;idXw nc^erf sari no.Lciw roeXtfoiq © - melcfoiq XaJooa lad Xv
od ,doidw bna t©rne5©Ix© nawnrf lo anXnnXaeii extf ©ocle
•d^m ^Xoc AupeJSa n«oc don end XX id© ,©dan
odd lo dn«oO ©Xlnovnt ©ftt lo JneiKrfBXXa'ad e© ©xO ©onlG
eiH lo ©aarfq ©no %*£9X ,d«X ^X.ot» no fcn©XoI oJbori'i lo ed*d£
-bn©dxe io •tSnXBXvtoqns 11 lo 5*xtd n©erf e*ri tfiow ©'i^Xiw
•laoqqa ©vad onv e.dlwba ©Xarael od «eoI/iea allow ©e£S> &ni
ceibXXno lo doeX&t>n lo ©gixuto ©dd no duuoo darfd ©lo^scf 6©
rldXw ^hXjIiow nl •ncldatfoiq no 5©caXq aovJ ©vari cnw 6ni»
this group of females many questions and problems have
arisen in the writer* s mind that are particularly vital,
and which should be met and dealt with effectively* It is
to this end that this study has been undertaken with the
following general purposes in mind: (1) to examine the moral
aspects of the duties of parents to their children; (2) to
examine the causative factors which have led to the appear*
ance of these females in the juvenile court so that the
dynamics of their situations that have led to the viola-
tions of one of the most basic moral laws of society may
be more clearly understood and appreciated; (3) to deter*
mine, In the light of these findings, whether or not there
was moral dereliction in the behavior of these women in the
neglect of their children (i.e., can they be blamed for
violating a moral law that their conscience did not
recognise?); and (4) to determine on the basis of these
findings the prognoses of these women with the present
available case work services*
These purposes reflect more or less the Purpose and
the Basic Principles of the Juvenile Court Act:
Ihe purpose of this act is to secure for each
child under its jurisdiction such care, guid-
ance and control, preferably in his own home,
as will serve the child* s welfare and the best
interests of the state; to conserve and strength-
en the child* s family ties wherever possible, re-
moving him from the custody of his parents only
when his welfare or the safety and protection of
the public cannot be adequately safeguarded with-
©van a«r©Xcfciq Laa enoWeeup ^roaw eelrjaol lc qwcxg alrfd
,Xa3Xv Y,XiaXifol3iaq ©ib tfartf Jbnlw a*iectliw edl ul noeXia
el •xXs»vltf o©ll© rfci I* dX©©.b brrs tfjvra ©d .DXiJOiie .ioiriw £>na
©/ft cttlr no^iebnw /react can' y£>iGJa zktt tfeitt *>n© elite crt
loton ©d* ©nlirax© oJ (I) ifcniia a* eeeoqi^q Xeienev yiXwoXXol
o3 (S) ;fi©if>Xirio iler& oct e,3ciei)iq lo esianfr erfa to *J c : : ti
•Ti?©qq© ©/# o3 oeX ©ve/I xfol/fw aictfoel e? J-j aex/Bo sxtf ealmssxe
eiki iBili ob * ii/oo eXliT*vi/t ©rtr al eel>iniel ©e©rtt lo ©on*
•aXciv *rttf otf £>©X avetf taritf s/icIj BLcrie il©xid lo e.olmAtrrt
%am ^:«©looe lo ew*X Xbioox olaatf ;>e.oia ©itt lo ©no lo tflOj?
•i©3©6 o4 (C) ;b©3alo©iqqB arte bootf ttebau xXvae-X© ©10m ©o*
©tfeiitf tfofl 10 lextte fw t ejjnlbnJ:i ©fcerfct lo ctrtsXJ' ©ftt al ,©nJte
%stt at imow eaextt lo i3X"Tarl©cf ©fid ni noltf o2X©i«X> Xaiom ezyr
101 ifiRTBxc ©o Y©rfj Xiao o« 2) n©i£ Xxiic il©.>iJ lo 3o©X9©A
Jon bib ©oneloenoo ileitt tfaxii wb! Xaioni a ^r:ltf«XoXY
eeerfct lo siaBcf ?>xtt no efllioie;f©b <xt {*>) bna ; ( ?eslfl3o©©i
3n©e©iq &cSS rfd iw nemow ©serft lo aeeorcsoiq ©xft agnibuJtl
•e©olvi©e afiow ©bbo ©XtfeXlBva
Jbri3 ©Boqial ©£tf e8©X io eicra tfoeXleit ceecqii*^ 'eeiC
jioA Jit/oO ©XlnevuTi lo aaXqionXiT olaafl ©£*?
rioB© lol ©usee oct al *oa ei/tt lo ©eocix«i ©rfT
MB moll
out such removal; and, when such child is removed
from his own family, to secure for him custody,
care and discipline as nearly as possible equivalent,
to that which should have been given by his parents. 1
In short, the purpose and basic principles of the Act of
'44 aim to strengthen and rebuild family ties and homes,
and to separate children from their parents only as a last
resort, and then, with the goal in mind of extending ser-
vices either through the probation counselors that are at-
tached to the Juvenile court or other social agencies to
these crippled families, to enable them to be reunited and
to function at their maximum capacity without supplementary
assistance*
Hais study is based on the analysis of forty cases -
the total number of females in the metropolitan area of
Providence who were placed on probation for neglect of
their children by the Rhode Island Juvenile Court from
the time of its inception on July 1st, 1944, to July 1st,
1947. Since the writer has prepared these case histories,
and has supervised these offenders with one exception, the
case histories and supervision records were reviewed and
studied according to the schedule in the appendix in an
effort to reach a conclusion for the second, third, and
fourth purposes of this study, and with the further inten-
tion of making recommendations as an added effort to meet
1 R«I» Pub* L., 1944, Ch. 1441, s.l.
It «
*ct<S rati'
4the needs of this particular group* Hie fortieth ease was
supervised by another worker, but the writer has studied It
closely and discussed it with that worker to obtain a com-
plete view of the case in all of its aspects and the adjust-
ment that followed.
The writer feels that her position in undertaking this
study is unique because all of the data studied and present-
ed were acquired first-hand* Her position is also unique
in that she has literally "grown upw with the juvenile
court and has been Impressed by the social thinking and
basic philosophy with which the court functions • It is
stated in the Third Annual Report of the court: n The histo-
rian of the future will mark the Rhode Island Juvenile
Court as the 'Family Court, tlf2
Each and every study incurs limitations through its
very nature and its basic purposes* In this particular in-
stance the writer feels that this study might well include
many cases that were active with Rhode Island Child Service*
a children's protective agency* within the time limit
specified in this undertaking - cases which rightfully
needed the attention and help of the court, but which fer
one reason or another were not referred for court action*
2 Juvenile Court of the State of Rhode Island.
Third Annual Report, p* 10,
G.8.V til iJolJiol. •fff •q J K)i3 iitjLuo2J tif>.<i 10 ©Deea ©rid
X DeXtitfa CAfi 1?^llW ©fw O IlCf «*X63C*XOV l©rftf OrtB VCf b©uXV ..©CL'B
-fee- b nJtitf do o>t •xeaiiow tfa/t* /fcfXw J J be-eetoiib Sxta ^JlaaoXo
3>.fb* c .,j >>na etfoeqea io XI* ni ees© ertt lo tr©Xv a*eXq
• bewo/Xol J iciem
iXrii gniitotf lo^nxj nX noXcfisoq isrf aX©©l i©31*xw
xr©e©«xq f.na £©!*>/« a irtab art* lo IX* eajao©<i dwplnu aX x6****
•ugtau oaXa aX noXSXaoq ioE .bnmrf-a s«xn b©-iXueo* blew be
©XXaoviffc 9fW xiiXw b ^t .Twota" "^IXaxBJXX cad ©4.8 iBdS til
*fX rfeuoidd anoX*?*tX«XX aiuonX ffrtft
-ni idXznXcf li? aXctJ ni • aaeoqtijq ©Xs8cf a3X ona «iyiaa p$
©ouXsiiX X.* 7d,*^xni /D03 s slsU c/a*tj &X©g.i iojX'I.v -_«.u ©oftaj
^HjT l©T £XXrfO brxaXel ©bodfl rttXw ovXaoa ai©w Jartf aeaao x°*
tfliil «nX«t tildd l'v
,
^oasia ©TUo^tfoiq a'ae'xbXXrfo
^XXifi-f^Xi «*ioifiw socao • ^tiljii? idiituj clrfd nX ^afiXsdq
*©1 riold* + ucS t >i«oo ©43 lo qlerf tea noXtrx^itfa eft3 b©b$e
• rtoXJoa inttroo tol ^oneloT ^on oi©» lortforui to noa*©«i ©n
,bnal8l ©bodH lo ©dad 2 art* lo cfnwoO ©XXnavrrt. S
Such inclusion, however, would have produced a comparative
study, which Is beyond the scope of this paper. Also, to
obtain a full qualitative study one must limit the selec-
tion of cases; and the selection of forty cases appeared
to the writer to be complete and varied enough to present
typical examples of this group*
The problems presented by the neglectful mothers are
particularly vital to everyone, and any study which might
throw additional light on the subject seems to the writer
to be worth-while.
«o*XA • •taqaq aXctf to aqose ad$ ftno^ad al dtalriw «Yk«*a
•oaXas o.to J irtXX i e-uns ofio ~£J.-jj3 8 avlU&} Xlairp XXi/1 a fLl a3 c'
o
6a*x*a<; ja 898*jo -r-iio't lo nolioaXae axit I>na js^eaa lo noX3
^(xacaic o3 rlg&iona 6'j1 ta>7 j.na aJaX^naoo ac* otf *xatfliw adl oi
• quw*Z3 aXxto lo aaXqnaze XaoXqx5*
*-ra aia:Wcxn Ij jC,/ 9& \jcf b<»jfie2»iq au^Xdoiq act
"*
'i -j
ffii iio Tijulu JLtfxa j^do^iava Oo XajXv 'jX?-aXiiol^iJnq
xalX'Xw a^i* at aaidas f*#t<f*j rto ^rfsXf Xanol.1 l£>ba wo'trfj
• aXX'iw-.ifcl tew 3d oct
CHAPTER II
THE LEAVEN OP CULTIVATED MORALITY
As a proper and perhaps necessary preliminary to the
consideration of the place and work of the juvenile court
in Rhode Island with neglectful mothers, an attempt will
be made in this study to outline the sources from which
are drawn the principles that inspired the community with
the desire to set up such a court, which give life to its
work and which use that work to bring into the healthy
social stream those groups of maladjusted which, if left
unnoticed, would develop to such an extent as to be an in-
dictment of present-day civilization*
This delving into the past is undertaken for another
reason also* Of late there is much discussion about the
rise of juvenile delinquency and the increase In neglect
situations. The popular explanation for these phenomena
Is that the modern parents are not completely bearing
their full responsibilities. It is also asserted that the
number and magnitude of these problems are beyond compre-
hension, particularly in view of the advantages, opportu-
nities and assistances offered by the modern schools, the
church, and other public and private social agencies* In-
deed, these phenomena are discussed in such a manner that
•3/11 oj ^**B^^iall9iq x'le* s&39n eqarfateq £>na leqonq a tAv
fisjoo aXXns»vx/£ to *iow i>a* *o«Iq art* lo noXo1 aiabXanoo
XXXw iqtns^^j* fiM t aiBci^Qtn XiAJoaXB&n rU Iw biwltl abodft at
rtox/iw ifioTl aaoi/roa axis v . .i.X.- i/o of \bi& & aXriJ al oh&<si ©<i
*&Xw itfJInjxtfnoo artf betlqant crarf} aaXqlorxXiq arid rrwatb aia
sdl cx? alXX avX3 rloXd* t?*ii/oo a /toud qx/ jae otf ciXaalb arfj
YrfiXa&il orfct o3 rtX gnXltf ctf staow 3 arte eau xioXrlw £>aa tftow
tflaX 11 ^loXdv f>e<t ex/fcbalaBi lo aqf/oi3 aeoxX* xnae'tta XaXooa
-al iia tv* oJ a* «riodxa na /{&ju& otf qoX «vaf) EfcLtfOV ..beo! onnu
• noXd.^sJXXvXo ^ib-Jne *iq lo «e.T2oX6
ivdJoaa lol netf*?~«>3m.' aX la-sq art? otfnX ^nXvXab eXctT
6/iJ 3 noci& nc? 8d f.f '»aX-fo ii?> *jX ytarCJ 9(?aX 10 • Ot'Xa noaAsi
JocuXaan aX aaaaiorrl er£ biia ^nQjjrpnXXaib aXXryjvx/fc lo a«Xi
anarauaaxlq eaaitt 'iol noX;} anaXqxa laXxiqoq
. ertoXJautf Xa
AnXiaaif vXso aXcroioo ^ on 9*xa a1.jct :3'i3c ^"dbom oxlit ^&rtt 2_f
irfct rfartt baJiaaaa osXa aX 3 1 • XXUXanoqaai fXx/1 ilartJ
-aiqmoo bno^acf erta aiaaXtfoiq aaertf la ebtrtl/tsam bn* •redfourx
•"AKtlOCJC/o mMUi flavor erto to vralv nl vX*ti> ? f,rt f „ f,„ *f
^BXoo£io3 m©i>ofli ^cf ft^iallo
-3d ona<i &X 3 Jc** saX«rXn
•al .aeXox:a3J3 XaXooa aSavXiq one oXXciuq leriio bna %djturio
3 wiJ •xan/xaia a tioua, aX baaajjoaXb eta ancjuuiiarTcr ACHrtt . h**fs
an observing but not too Inquisitive listener would think
that this is a mode of behavior peculiar only to this
generation* It will be shown that this problem is not new.
not peculiar to the twentieth century, but has been pre-
sented to past generations as well - not so acutely perhaps
because now the mode of living has changed.
Irue, very true, the primary locus for the origination
of the leaven of cultivated morality is the home, and the
parents are its founders. Society casts on the parents,
first, responsibility for their own social conduct; and,
second, the responsibility of Implanting and cultivating
within the family itself, including all its members, the
commonly accepted principle of social morality, the ap-
plication of which to everyday conduct is required of
each member of society. It is the failure of parents in
a sufficient number of particular cases to appreciate,
accept, and discharge their responsibilities that gives
rise to the problems calling for the establishment of
such an institution as the Juvenile court. This failure
on the part of a certain number, however, has existed
since the first recording of the history of mankind.
It has been said that the primary social unit is the
home, and that the parents are its founders. It did not
require an act of any legislature to establish the home
as the responsibility of the parents, nor the parents as
iLnldi oluov tbnvJzll evlJ lal qpoi oat Jon 3;;cr -inlviaacfo na
aJUW -^Ino •ueilwe'q tvl aaatf 'io ©bow a «1 alrtt Ja-1J
,w«n ^on si aelJoiq alf# o ariJ overfa ad III* ^1 . 10IJ .j'x* 103
•a«iq nsao* e*ri ^v1^^0 /fralffnerj-* ditJ od lalluoeq Jon
Bqi3di&q ^Latfi/oa oe Jon • Haw ea aool^aienas Jaaq c JbacJaae
• oO^jXljJri 0 8Bf! ^;IXiVXl 10 a*30'.'i Oi.yJ WO/t e8JLT8.CyCf
noliani^lto erf* «lol ax/ooi ^•xaoil'xq ec^ t-*^ w'iev ^J-1**?
act* bna «emori ertf el tf*^*'103* Jfratfavltflrc lo nov»#I art* lo
% adn©*iaq sett no a^aao \^aloo8 • <i*iebnx/d e^ t oia a3na?aq
«&nc ;3ojibnod lalooa nwo ilaxtt 10I -{tlll-Uanoqaa? «Jrxll
3.1!SovietI i/o I)xia unictnalqjni lo ftf lllo*laixoqaa*l od) «baoaea
ii$ v 3iao*aiais a3 1 Ila ^nl&j'.Ioni tlla£j 1 ^Iltuil a/{3 olxiilw
-qa extt vtJiX.^ioiB I«iooa lc elqlonl iq oajqeooa x£fK*a|uo9
lo b©*xi upai al iouituoo •jidt'isvo ».*•* d^fiiw lo nol3aclIq
il atfna?fc<; lo aii/I^/:'.': add si d I •\Jatoce lo ngefaajs risaa
,a^aloa*xqqa iauao Tei/jolotaq lo idtfnun 2aaiol11.ua a
W&VtM 3 s&iti 26 1" 1 liitfi anocrsai ildxiTt o -i/xioslb Z>n& .^qaooa
lo d tidtssi&lldBj se brii «iol ^nlllao emalcfoiq artf 33 aall
(ix/Ilel alrf»' •d'luoa aU.-iavrrt ori* a* noli irflJanl aa Joua
Dactcr.xa asrf rzavavo-ri '^ocfrnxTt nl^iao a lo i ibq oxfct no
en/i-Bisls©! ^na lo tfoa ns^eilx/pai
Mi ,a.-?xieiijq axtf lo ^Iliolanoqaai ectf ea
the responsible agents in founding, maintaining and con-
ducting the home* Society itself makes that provision, and
it makes it so universal that it has been accepted by all
civilized mankind from the earliest times* It may not be
an overstatement to assert that the earliest expressions in
written form of these moral principles - the acceptance and
cultivation of which are the prime evidences of Western
civilization - are to be found in the Bible, the Old Testa-
ment, the depository of the wisdom of the Hebrew, or Jewish,
peoples* from cover to cover this venerable treasure house
is packed with countless precepts which form the very warp
and woof of our present-day civilization* Ihose relating
to parental responsibility and filial duty are nowhere in
all literature - not even in the most modern and most wide-
ly accepted literature - so pithily stated, so poetically
expressed, as they are In The Book of Proverbs:
To know wisdom and instruction; to perceive the
words of understanding; to receive the instruction
of wisdom, justice and Judgment, and equity; to
give sub tillty to the simple; to the young man
knowledge and discretion*1
Individuals learn from their fathers and their mothers*
Members of the state, oltizens, learn from predecessor
citizens - the founders of the state* The little groups
1 Old Testament, The Book of Proverbs, Ch. 1,
Par. 2-4*
-nos boa ;^alnlMi almi <ial:>nvo': al a. nogis aXaXeflOvjaoi »*rij
Z>fvA tnoXaXvo10J J »VU S9DiilDf lXt'&'tl £3aXi)0<£ « 9::iCi3 8££fr £/TXctOI/0
XX* *>aJqaooa naao* sad da/tt XaaiairX/Uf oa 4X aaatain :?!
ad 3orx ^aar 31 , aanld tfa'XXiaa ef# hxotI ftnislnacr 5esXXXvXo
til anoXaaarcqxa 3a9lXiaa ©rlct cf aito Jiaesa o3 3 fla:ridcfB3 aiavo fta
baA eonaJqaooa - asliilcaliq Xaioio aeartt lo snol na^Xiw
xnatasV. lo aaona.5X\ra amXnq erfct i=na rfcXriw lo floltfavXiXw
-a3 aeT ?>X0 drto «?Xtfl£I &dS nX bru/ol acf o3 aia • freX.f bsXXXvXo
«daXweT, *xo ,m&io*aH arid lo raoJbaXw add" lo rioiXaoqaft artt t .in«.i
aeuo.d B'lu&aoii «*Xc/a*xer;dv sXrfct Tdvoo cj la'/oa iao«tfl • seXqoeq
q*iaw "spxav ana raioj. rioXcivr atfqacaiq caaX^ jci^ ji/ xfcjfw &e:4oac[ sX
SnXJaX^'i daartT •noXtf axXXXvXo ^Bfe-.-tn^asTq Ixjo lo loow baa
nX aiaj-fwofl aia v^ijo X^XIXl Jbna r;j XJldfanoqaa? Xdirreiaq o4
•abXw $ aoca bjaa mobum '^ocs arid nX naya 3 on - aiirt.aiftfXX XXa
^rXXaoX^eoq oa tba^aJa y, -*q oa - aiirfai^cfXX beiqeoo*
la-iuvoiZ lo ilooft a/fT nX ^a Y^rtt 85 t&aaaoiq.xa
«* Xx/p© fc« ,4aafn5bi^ octa aoXiatrj, tByo^8Xtf "to
nan Mptfl( 0^ ;aXqntl» artt oJ T^XXXctdi/e avX3
• snoxttois nXorl^ fcna aiorfctal i±3d3 taot'i maoX eXadbXvlIirxI
loeaaoobaiq ao'rl irtaaX ,an&sX4Xo ta£a3 5 -itU lo *i&c2aeV
aqjjoig aX!3XX arfF • •.. ! yi * dtto lo aiefaajuol add - anastoXo
bXO X
that straggled into the territory and began the settle-
ments here, that today are called Rhode Island, were Eng-
lish people* Ihey brought with them for their guidance
and government the principles of morality and of law
which were universally recognized and accepted in their
homeland* It is true that divisions had come among the
home people with respect to principles of church govern-
ment* but their fundamental moral concepts were the same
no matter to what sect they professed to adhere* Indeed*
from the earliest times* continued without Interruption
to the present day, and as certain to be continued in the
future as they surely have been in the past* the moral code
and the laws of England, founded as they are on the moral
code found in the Bible, have furnished the guide posts
that have kept the morals and the laws of modern time on
as high a plane as has yet been achieved by man*
The great expounder and systemstizer of the English
common law was Sir William Blacks tone, author of the
"Commentaries* on the laws of England, commonly called
"Blacks tone's Commentaries •" These commentaries are fre-
quently referred to as authoritative and even to the
present day are studied in every institute of law where
the English language is in use* It is, therefore, permis-
sible to refer to his treatment of the subject "Parent
and Child" in the commentaries, for there one finds an
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expression almost oo-temporary with the Declaration of
Independence of the legal and moral principles by which
the law makers of Rhode Island were guided when called upon
to legislate upon this subject* One text referred to is
Cooley's second edition* It is supplemented by copious
notes on the principles of Blacks tone's text as wrought
upon by the jurists of the United States*
Blacks tone defines a "legitimate" child as - "he that
is born in lawful wedlock"; 2 and he inquires into "1* Ihe
legal duties of parents to their legitimate children*
2* Their power over them* 3* The duties of such children
to their parents*"5
He considers these topics in this order as follows:
And* 1; the duties of parents to legitimate chil-
dren; such principally consists in three particu-
lars* their maintenance* their protection and
their education*
4
He then shows:
The duty of parents to provide for the maintenance
of their children is a principle of natural law; an
obligation* says Puffendorf. "laid on them not only
by nature herself* but by their own proper act in
bringing them into the world" And the president*
Montesquieu* has a very just observation on this
head: that the establishment of marriage in all
2 Sir William Blacks tone. Commentaries on the Laws
of England* Bk. 1, Ch* 16, *p. 446 ( Biomas M. Cooley. Ed.,
2d Ed*).
3 Ibid *
4 Ibid*
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civilized states is built on this natural obligation
of the father to provide for his children...
5
Interspersed with these principles are others dealing
with the condition in respect of parental duties towards
illegitimate children, to which later reference will be
made*
lb return to Blacks tone's text}
No person is bound to provide a maintenance for his
issue, unless where the children are impotent and
unable to work, either through infancy, disease, or
accident, and then is only obliged to find them
with necessaries, the penalty on refusal being...
For the policy of our laws, which are ever watchful
to promote industry, did not mean to compel a father
to maintain his idle and lazy children in ease and
indolence; but thought it unjust to oblige the
parent, against his will, to provide them with
superfluities and other indulgences of fortune
Imagining they might trust to the impulse of nature,
if the children were deserving of such favors.....
From the duty of maintenance we may easily pass to
that of protection, which is also a natural duty,
but rather permitted than enjoyed (enjoined?) by
any municipal laws: natural in this respect, working
so strongly as to need rather a check than a spur....
The last duty of parents to their children is that
of giving them an education suitable to their sta-
tion in life; a duty pointed out by reason, and of
far the greatest importance of any* For, as
Puffendorf very well observes, it is not easy to
imagine or allow that a parent has conferred any
considerable benefit upon his child by bringing him
into the world; if he afterwards neglects his
culture and education, and suffers him to grow up
like a mere beast, to lead a life useless to others
and shameful to himself. • • •
•
Our laws, though their defects in this particular
5 Ibid., »p. 447.
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cannot be denied, have In one Instance, made a
wise provision for breeding up the rising gen-
eration; since the poor and laborious part of
the community, when past the age of nurture,
are taken out of the hands of their parents, by
the statutes for apprenticing poor children; and
are placed out by the public in such a manner as
may render their abilities in their several sta-
tions of the greatest advantage to the common-
wealth* The rich indeed are left to their own
option whether they will breed up their children
to be ornaments or disgraces to their family*
2, The power of parents over their children is
derived from the former considerations, their
duty; this authority being given them partly to
enable the parent more effectually to perform
his duty, and partly for a recompense for his
care and trouble in the faithful discharge of
it 6
Then follow references to the Roman law touching the
authority of the father* He resumes:
This power of a parent by our English laws is
much more moderate, but still sufficient to
keep the child in order and obedience* He may
lawfully correct his child, being under age,
in a reasonable manner; for this is for the
benefit of his education* Ihe consent or con-
currence of the parent to the marriage of his
child, under age, was also directed by our law
to be obtained; but now is absolutely neces-
sary, for without it the contract is void. And,
this, also, is another means which the law puts
into the parent* s hands, in order the better to
discharge his duty; first, of protecting his
children from the snares of artful and design-
ing persons; and next of settling them properly
in life, by preventing the ill consequences of
too early and precipitate marriages Ihe
legal power of a father - for mother, as such,
is entitled to no power, but only reverence and
respect - the power of the father, I say, over
6 Ibid., *pp. 449-452*
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the persona of his children ceases at the age
of twenty-one; for they are then unfranchised
by arriving at years of discretion, or that
point which the law has established, as some
must necessarily be established, when the em-
pire of the father, or other guardian, gives
place to the empire of reason. Yet, till
that age arrives, this empire of the father
continues even after his death; for he may by
his will appoint a guardian to his children*
He may also delegate part of his parental
authority during his life, to the tutor or
schoolmaster of his child; who is then In
loco parentis , and has such a portion of the
power committed to his charge, viz. that of
restraint and such correction, as may be
necessary to answer the purposes for which
he is employed •
7
Ihus far Blacks tone considers the principles of law
governing the relative duties - public and private - in-
dividual and reciprocal between parent and legitimate
child. It is well, now, to pause and reflect on the prin-
ciples of the legitimate relationship*
It has already been said that Blacks tone was co-
temporary with the Declaration of Independence* (Indeed,
he died in 1780*) It is for this reason that he Is above
quoted at such length; for by the very provision of the
Rhode Island statute relating to English laws, and the
decisions of our courts relating to the English common law
of that period, these principles became the laws of Rhode
Island, and except where modified by other Rhode Island
statutes, or decisions, are Rhode Island law today*
7 Ibid ., »pp. 452-453.
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Hie struggle for Independence occupied the attention
of the legislature of Rhode Island and of the people for
many years. !Ihis was followed by the strife over the vot-
ing franchise, arising from the failure in Rhode Island to
adopt at once, as was done in other states, a state con-
stitution on the lines of the political principles lying
at the bottom of the war for independence* Therefore one
finds little social legislation in the revolutionary period
and in that immediately following. Indeed, in this period
the "revisions'* of the law of general application were so
rudimentary that they were not gathered into titles and
chapters but merely into a collection of separate legis-
lative acts*
This is shown by the revision of 1822* the King Charles
Charter being still in force, where will be found law de-
signed "to secure to masters and to mistresses and to ap-
prentices, and minor servants, bounden by deed, their
mutual privileges* nQ This act sets up an elaborate system
of apprenticeship stating that
Minors, within the age of 21 years may be bound-
en by deed as servants and apprentices, by their
father, and in case of his decease by their
mother, when sole or if under 14 years by their
guardian, legally appointed. ... .9
8 Pup» I*. , s. 1 (Revision 1822).
9 Ibid.
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Here we find an early - if not the first - comprehen-
sive effort to state for Rhode Island in the form of a law
the principles by which the parent or guardian may provide
for the education and training of the son, daughter, or
ward. It is directly predicated on the principles laid
down by Blacks tone, and covers, by his system, both the
legitimate and the illegitimate offspring. With respect
to the latter, the general principle of Blacks tone and of
the law is that since the child of an unmarried mother has
no known father, nature requires that the mother herself,
in the first instance, has with respect to her child the
powers which a father has over the child born in lawful
wedlock. But the state (or commonwealth as Blacks tone
expresses it) has an Interest to see that the child be-
comes self-supporting and if the mother is unable to pro-
vide for it, takes over the control of the child, primarily
to prevent its becoming a public charge - and secondarily
to provide for its future - the latter a consequence of
the former.
The overseer of the poor and the town council have
until very recent times been the legal instruments by
which the law intervened in the home to provide that where
the parent was unable or unwilling to perform the duties
that nature, and law in consequence of nature, imposed on
him, the child should have minimum care to prevent pauper-
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ization. He, and, In appropriate cases, the town council
were required to act on their own authority as "overseer"
or council and also to present, in particular cases, the
problems to the court* This "master, mistress" and minor
law of 1822 may be regarded as the starting point of the
legislative program that ended in 1944 in the establish-
ment of the juvenile court*
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CHAPTER III
CURRENT COURT PROCEDURE
On April 16th, 1944, there was passed an act estab-
lishing on July 1st of that year in the State of Rhode
Island a court to be known as the "Juvenile Court*" This
court was given the "exclusive original Jurisdiction" to
determine all cases of adults Involved in matters arising
from paragraph C of section 14 (determination of paternity
of any child born out of wedlock and support of such
child)* and all cases of adults charged with
A* Being responsible for or contributing to the
delinquency, waywardness or neglect of any
child;
B. Desertion, abandonment, or failure to provide
subsistence for any child dependent upon him
for support;
C. Neglect to send any child to school as re-
quired by law.
2
Prior to the establishment of the juvenile court adults
who were charged with neglect of their children appeared
before the criminal session of any of the twelve district
courts, depending upon where the offense was charged to
have been committed* These offenses are embraced in the
provisions of Chapter 425, Section 7 of the General Laws
1 R»I» Pud* L* » 1944, Ch. 1441, s* 14, par* C*
2 Ibid ,* s. 17, par* A, B, C.
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Every person having the custody or control of
any child under the age of 18 years who shall
abandon such child, or who shall treat such
child with gross and habitual cruelty, or who
shall wrongfully cause or permit such child
to be an habitual sufferer for want of food,
clothing, proper care or oversight, or who
shall use or permit the use of such child for
any wanton, cruel or improper purpose, or who
shall cause or permit the home of such child
to be the resort of lewd, drunken, wanton or
dissolute persons, or who by reason of neglect,
cruelty, drunkenness or depravity, shall render
the home of such child a place in which it is
unfit for such child to live, or who shall
neglect or refuse to pay the reasonable charges
for the support of such child, whenever such
child shall be placed by him in the custody of,
or be assigned by any court to, any individual,
association or corporation, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor and shall for every such offense
be and such child may be proceeded against
as a neglected child s
Ihe Juvenile court act empowers the judges to place
adults appearing in that court under the supervision of
probation counselors:
except as herein otherwise specifically
provided, all provisions of this act relative
to procedure in cases of children so far as
practicable shall also be construed as apply-
ing to cases against adults for offenses com-
mitted against the laws of the state of Rhode
Island within the purview of this act as here-
in set forth* Upon trial of such cases the
court shall have power to impose such sentence
as the law provides, or may suspend sentence
and place on probation or by order impose
upon such adult such duty as shall be deemed
3 R.I. G.L. , Ch. 425, s. 7 (1938).
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for the best interests of the child *
The act of 1944 also vested the juvenile court with
the exclusive original jurisdiction in proceedings concern-
ing any child residing in or being within the state who is
(1) delinquent, (2) wayward, (3) dependent, (4) neglected,
or (5) mentally defective or mentally disordered, 5 Because
of the nature of this study, the writer will define only
what is meant by dependent and neglected children, using
the definitions in the juvenile court act* For a more
complete description of these terms the writer refers the
reader to General Laws of Rhode Island of 1938, chapter
616, section 1*
First of all the reader must bear in mind that the
term "child" means a person under eighteen years of age; 6
that the term "adult" means a person eighteen years of age
or older;7 and that "the singular shall be construed to
include the plural, the plural the singular, and the mascu-
line the feminine, when consistent with the intent of this
act."8
4 R*I. Pup. L*» 1944, Ch. 1441, 8. 28,
5 Ibid ., s. 14.
6 Ibid., s. 13.
7 Ibid .
8 Ibid*
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The terms "dependent and/or neglected 1* mean and In-
clude any child
who Is homeless or destitute or abandoned or
dependent upon the public for support, or who
has not the proper parental care or guardian-
ship, or who habitually begs or receives alms,
or whose home, by reason of neglect, cruelty,
drunkenness or depravity on the part of the
parent or person having custody or control of
such child is an unfit place for such child, or
any child under eight years of age found ped-
dling in the streets, or any child found en-
gaging in an occupation or being in a situation
dangerous to life or limb or injurious to the
health or well being of such child*9
Thus it is that on July 1st, 1944, there came into
being in Rhode Island a state-wide juvenile court vested
with the exclusive original jurisdiction in handling mat-
ters pertaining to the well-being of children and further
vested with the exclusive original jurisdiction of adults
who are charged with neglect of children - a jurisdiction
which previously was held by the district courts of the state.
When a mother appears in juvenile court the judges
(one chief judge and one associate judge) are faced
with many problems and have very few resources to which
they may turn. Generally the offender has been assisted
by numerous social agencies and has been found to be un-
willing or unable to accept case work services* As a
usual rule, with the exception of emergencies, a pre-
9 Ibid.
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court conference has been held wherein all the various in-
terested social agencies have discussed with an intake
supervisor of the court the various aspects of the case
and have concluded that this woman or family is in need of
court action* A report of this conference is made to the
presiding judge* If, at the court hearing (closed session),
sufficient evidence is presented to the court that the
mother is guilty or has neglected her children, the presid-
ing judge may, according to statute, fine or imprison her
or do both* It is a rare case, indeed, where a neglectful
mother would be able to pay an imposed fine. (In not one
of the forty oases studied could the offender have done so*)
A jail sentence would mean the removal of the mother from
the community* It would block all hope for a definite
period of time of enabling this mother to begin to rebuild
her home if she so desired* It would place an additional
stigma on her and on her children, a stigma which is ever
so difficult to overcome or blot out* The community still
is not accepting former Inmates of penal institutions, es-
pecially former women inmates who were sent to jail for
neglect of children* Too, imprisonment would mean more or
less the severing of all family ties - ties which are al-
most if not completely broken by the time the mother ap-
pears in court* Occasionally the judge is able to turn to
a social agency willing to extend further case work services
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to this woman or family and he requests its help in more or
less an authoritative manner and with the provision that
reports of the progress of the case be made to the court
from time to time and with the farther admonition that they
may request additional court action if there is need. Or
he may turn to the statute which allows him to place this
offender on probation and so dispose of the case In that
manner*
If the offender is homeless or in need of rest* train-
ing or the like* she may be placed in the House of Good
Shepherd; but only, however* if she is willing to be so
placed, for the court has no jurisdiction to commit to that
particular institution. Oftentimes this resource is inter-
preted to the offender and realizing that she is in need of
the routine and peace that is offered by that Institution,
she agrees to be placed there for a period of time* In
passing it might be well to state here that the same proce-
dure is true in the matter of a violation of probation* Tne
offender can be returned to court for violation of proba-
tion, and can be sentenced to the Women's Reformatory on the
original offense if the Judge so decides or she may be
placed in the House of Good Shepherd in lieu of the Women*
s
Reformatory, provided she gives her consent.
Oftentimes it is necessary for the court to act in the
matter of the child - "such child may be proceeded against
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If, after a hearing on any petition, a child shall
be found to be dependent or neglec ted the court
shall by decree assign the custody of said child
to any institution under the control of the state
department of public welfare, or any of the private
agencies, societies or institutions licensed by
said department of public welfare to place such
child in family homes or in special institutions,
or to receive and provide temporary or continued
care for such children for such period as shall
seem fit to said court; .... .said court may at
any time for good cause shown, modify or revoke
said decree
Always the Judge is guided by the Purpose and Basic
Principles of the Juvenile Court Act quoted in Chapter I
and in most Instances he places the defendant on probation*
He is mindful that the defendant has demonstrated in the
past that she is unable or unwilling to properly care for
her children* Still, he is willing, if it is at all possi-
ble, to extend to this woman the opportunity of reestablish-
ing her home and regaining her children if the children
have been removed from her care, or to allow her to remain
in her home to provide proper care for her offspring under
the supervision of a probation counselor or, in exception-
al cases, with the assistance of another social agency*
10 R.I. G.L., Ch. 425, s. 7 (1958).
11 Ibid., Ch. 616, s. 12.
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CHAPTER IV
FAMILY BREAKDOWN
The breakdown of a family, either partially or com-
pletely, is becoming a common occurrence* Fortunately in
many of these breakdowns there is one strong parent who,
in one way or another, manages to meet these crises* This
stronger parent may be an extremely resourceful person who
does not find it necessary to seek outside help; or he may
rely upon his parents, relatives or social agencies for
supplementary assistance* At any rate, he manages to rear,
protect, and train his children in such a manner that they
become responsible, mature adults* Other families experi-
encing breakdowns are unable to meet their crises* Neither
parent possesses those qualities and characteristics neces-
sary for weathering them* They are unable or unwilling to
turn to their own parents, relatives or social agencies for
help, and the family disorganization continues to grow
steadily worse* Of these only a few, however, come to the
attention of the court for neglect of their children*
In considering the family breakdown which can ultimate-
ly lead to a violation of one of the most basic moral laws
of society - neglect of one's children - there are many
factors to consider* There is the neglect situation which
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accompanies a legitimate union - marriage; and there is the
neglect situation concomitant to an illegitimate relation-
ship* Hie community is sympathetic if the neglect situation
is the result of an illegitimate union and providing that
the situation can be rectified in some way* No sympathy,
or very little sympathy, is received by the neglect situa-
tion that comes about by a legitimate union; yet they have
many factors in common* Intelligent people frequently
think and feel quite strongly that these neglectful parents
should be punished - "sent to jail" - and that their chil-
dren should be taken away from them permanently* Hie public
forgets* or does not think, that these parents - married or
single - are, after all, only children grown older; that
they are a product of their past life experiences; and that
they generally transfer and react to present situations as
they reacted in the past or as their parents or parent-
substitutes did in like situations* People think of neg-
lectful parents as they think of themselves in the light of
their own experiences*
Yet home, marriage, and the family have different
meanings for each of us*
Although each home must have its individuality,
all satisfying homes meet certain fundamental
needs and drives of the individual* Ihese basic
desires may be simply expressed as a desire for
security; the desire to be socially accepted by
certain groups or individuals; the desire to
receive recognition for one's achievements and
to feel that one's life is important to society;
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and the desire for affection, not merely affection
in general but the feeling there is one person in
the world whose life is incomplete without you, to
whom you belong and who belongs to you*1
In other words, public opinion considers that these
people have experienced a satisfying home, and therefore
could provide such; or that if they did have an unsatisfy-
ing home, on the basis of such experience they should pro-
vide a satisfactory home* Plugel asserts that "relation-
ships (and especially the filio-parental one) are capable
of throwing light upon the subsequent marital relation-
2
ship. 11 It has been demonstrated repeatedly that this rela
tionship prepares a person for the experience of marriage*
If these early relationships have been poor, if these neg-
lectful mothers have not experienced satisfactory relation
ships somewhere in their lives, if they have been allowed
to "grow up" rather than be intelligently nurtured, how,
then, do they determine their standard for a good home and
a good mother?
Maturity, mental efficiency, and emotional stability
in adult life are influenced to a large extent by the con-
trol and the development of these qualities during child-
hood and adolescence*
1 Helen Mougey Jordan, Ed., You and Marriage . Ch.
p. 3.
2 J.C.Plugel, Psycho-Analytic Study of the Family ,
pref
., p. VI.
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Even on a superficial view it is fairly obvious
that, under existing social conditions the
psychological atmosphere of the home life with
the complex emotions and sentiments by, and de-
pendent on, the various family relationships
must exercise a very considerable effect on hu-
man character and development* Recent advances
in the study of human conduct indicate that
this effect is even greater than has been gener-
ally supposed; it would seem that, in adapting
his attitude towards the members of his family
circle, a child is at the same time determining
to a large extent some of the principal aspects
of his relations to his fellow men in general;
and that an individual 1 s outlook and point of
view in dealing with many of the most Important
questions of human existence can be expressed
in terms of the position he has taken with re-
gard to the problems and difficulties arising
within the relatively narrow world of the
family*
At a very early age, the child begins to learn
that it is "right" to love and obey its parents
and "wrong1* to resist the dictates of parental
authority or to quarrel with its brothers or
sisters; and these precepts are constantly in-
culcated with all the Impressive suggest!veness
which social, educational and religious influ-
ences have at their command* Of equal, if not
greater, importance, however, is the tendency
of the child to feel affection towards those
with whom it lives in intimate relationship,
to whom it is indebted for all or most of its
material possessions and enjoyments and whom it
in many cases admires and looks up to as the
ideal of fUlly grown humanity to which it may
itself one day attain.5
In short, the child identifies with his parents* As
an adult he reflects the ideas, mode of behavior and so on
of his parents* Identification is one of the most power-
ful forces in life* If his "ideal of fully grown humanity 1*
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is defective, then he, too, will be defective. Here the
writer wishes to point out that she is fully aware of the
vast group who have suffered the same or even more un-
wholesome early life experiences, but who were able to
identify themselves not with their defective, immoral or
socially unacceptable parents, but with parent-substitutes
or the like who provided them with suitable identification
experiences
•
Love or the lack of love, as well as good or poor
identification, play an important part in one's develop-
ment and one's later behavior in life:
Ihe love of parents towards their child is as-
suredly one of the most essential and desir-
able features of a child's environment, if the
child's moral and emotional development is to
proceed harmoniously, spontaneously and easily*
Qhe lack of such love during the early years may
give rise to a lasting sense of injury, a perma-
nent feeling of a void or loss in some essential
aspect of the emotional life, leading in its
turn to an insatiable craving for the affection
that was not forthcoming during that period of
growth in which it was so urgently required; or
again, it may cause a life-long bitterness or
hostility towards the parents (and through them
towards mankind in general) for having withheld
the love, appreciation and encouragement which
the young child so much desires and needs; or
once again, it may lead to a turning Inward of
the child's affections when these meet with no
response, so that the individual becomes self-
centered and narcissistic, bestowing solely on
himself the interest and affection which under
happier circumstances would have been available
for the pleasure and profit of those with whom
he comes in contact; or finally it may lead to
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serious delinquency, or be responsible for a
whole career of crime .4
Briefly, it is the sum of the past life experiences
that determines the present and future ones. The immature
parents, parents unable to meet the family crises, are the
ones that lack the proper preparation in the beginning for
meeting them. This lack may, as a matter of fact, contrib-
ute to or precipitate the breakdown. Marriage requires
emotional maturity, stability, character, resourcefulness,
common sense, and a degree of intelligence* It is a union
held together by mutual respect, affection, and common in-
terests. It demands that both husband and wife fulfill
certain responsibilities and perform certain duties. Chil-
dren create additional responsibilities. These immature
parents often are able to keep the home together reasonably
well until too many children are born unto them. They then
are unable to be persistent in their endeavor, particularly
under the present economic conditions. They begin to quar-
rel; they are unable to manage financially; they lose in-
terest in their home; and they often resort to the use of
alcohol or to other deviations from moral living. Ihey
begin to seek help from friends, relatives, or social
agencies; and many are thus enabled to take up again their
4 Ibid .. Ch. 18, p. 221
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load. Others refuse to look at the matter realistically
until they have lost their home and perhaps their children
as well. Yet, if they have within them a spark of courage
and a will to "make good, 1* they can reestablish their home
and regain their children*
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CHAPTER V
THE GROUP AS A WHOLE
Before presenting the case Illustrations the writer
feels that it is well first to discuss the group studied
as a whole*
This group of forty women appeared before the juvenile
court charged with "neglect of child or children," depend-
ing upon the number of children involved in the situation.
This charge, "neglect of children," however, as shown in
Chapter III, page 18, is broad in its scope* For instance,
it may mean that a parent, parents, or lawful guardians
"failed to provide proper care or oversight for their chil-
dren," or that they "neglected to send their children to
school," or that they "abandoned their children," and so
on* They may,' as a matter of fact, have erred or failed
in more than one of these areas and not be so charged; or,
on the other hand, they may appear on a number of these
charges
•
In the group studied it was found that fourteen of the
women appeared in court because they "failed to give proper
care or oversight" to their children; that twenty so ap-
peared for "abandonment" of their children; that four were
so charged because they "failed to support" their children;
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and that the remaining two had Tailed to send their chil-
dren to school •" In all forty cases evidence was present-
ed in court to bear out that particular charge • It is in-
teresting to note, however, that all of these situations
contained one common phase of neglect, although only four-
teen were so charged - that they "failed to provide proper
care or oversight. 11 The twenty who appeared in court be-
cause of "abandonment11 did not previously provide proper
care or oversight* None were adequate mothers who merely
"up and leftH their children* The neglect situations were
chronic, and the precipitating factor which led to court
action was the ultimate act of abandonment* The same was
true of the two who were charged with "failure to send
their children to school," as was also the case with the
four remaining women who were charged with "failure to
support their child or children." Three of these remain-
ing four women placed their illegitimate children in foster
homes through a children's placing agency shortly after
their birth. Thereafter they not only failed to "pay
board" for these children, they made no attempt to visit
them or to inquire for their welfare through the agency.
Ihe fourth mother placed her legitimate child likewise one
year after his birth. She also showed no interest whatso-
ever in her child. Prior to this placement, she, too, had
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presented a chronic neglect situation relative to his care
or oversight, and upon her husband's imprisonment immediate-
ly applied for foster home placemen t«
Ihirty-one of these women had been married: six were
living with their husbands at the time of arraignment; two
were divorced - one having remarried; eight were separated
due to their husbands' induction into the armed forces,
three of whom were reunited upon their husbands' return,
two of whom were ultimately divorced, one of whom was
widowed, and two continued to live apart from their hus-
bands; three were widows at the time of the court hearing,
and remained such; and the last twelve were separated from
their husbands, and continued more or less in that status
throughout the period studied. Their status is described
as "continued more or less in that status," because both
husband and wife were ambivalent in their feelings towards
each other and intermittently would be reunited for very
short periods of time*
The average age of these women at the time of their
court appearance was twenty-nine years. Hie nine unmarried
mothers (ranging in age from twenty to thirty- two years)
had an average age of twenty-four, and a median age of
twenty- three. For the married women (ages from nineteen
to forty years) the average age was thirty years, with
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thirty- three or thirty-four being the most common age*
Thirty-eight of these women were white* one was American
Negro* and the other was colored Portuguese* The age and
marital status of the group is summarised as follows;
t/lble i,
age and marital status at time op court
appearance op forty female adult offenders
placed on probation for neglect of children
by r.i. juvenile court from july 1, 1944,
TO JULY 1, 1947
Marital Status
Age Single
Married
Divorced WidowedLiving
with
Husband
Separated from Husband
6y Reason
of Service
Other
Reasons
19-21 3 0 1 0 0 0
22-24 4 1 2 2 0 0
25-27 1 0 1 3 0 0
28-30 0 1 1 2 0 0
31-33 1 2 1 3 0 0
34-36 0 2 1 1 0 1
37-39 0 0 0 0 2 1
40- 0 0 1 1 0 1
Totals 9 6 8 12 2 3
An important factor to note in this study is that the
neglect by these forty women affected the lives of one hun-
dred and forty children - an average of 3.5 children per
woman* The unmarried mothers lowered the average number of
children per mother, since six unmarried mothers had only
one child each, one had two children, and only two had three
children. The average number of children affected by the
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married mothers Is 4.1 children, since the number per mother
ranges from one to nine children*
Eighty- two of the hundred and forty children affected
by these neglect situations were found to be neglected or
dependent children prior to or at the time of their mothers'
court hearings. Sixty-seven of these children were commit-
ted to the Children's Division, a state agency for the care
of such children. !Ihe custody of each of the other fifteen
children was given to other social agencies, such as a
children's protective agency, a children's placing agency,
or the Diocesan (Catholic) Bureau of Social Services for
placement in its various institutions*
Of the remaining fifty-eight, thirteen additional
children having been found "wayward or delinquent" were
removed from their homes prior to or at about the time of
their mothers* court hearing and were detained at either
the Rhode Island Training School for Boys or the Rhode
Island Training School for Girls. Two of the children were
found to be mentally deficient and were committed to Exeter
School, the state school for the feebleminded. Forty- three
children were allowed to remain in their own homes In the
care of their six mothers: thirty-nine children (five
mothers) being supervised by a probation counselor, and
four children (one mother) by a private agency. The fol-
lowing table shows the disposition of these children:
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TABLE II.
DISPOSITION OP THE HUNDRED AND FORTY CHILDREN
OF THE FORTY MOTHERS PLACED ON PROBATION FOR
NEGLECT OF CHILDREN BY R.I. JUVENILE COURT
FROM JULY 1, 1944, TO JULY 1, 1947
Disposition No. of Children
Committed to Children 1 s
Division 67
Custody given to other
social agencies 15
Detained at R.I. Training
Schools 15
Committed to Exeter School
for feebleminded 2
Remained at home under
supervision of probation
counselor 59
Remained at home under
supervision of private
agencies 4
Total children 140
Of the sixty-seven children who were committed to the
Children 1 s Division, sixteen were later returned to their
(three) homes; of the thirteen detained at the training
schools, nine were returned to their (five) homes; of the
fifteen children placed with other social agencies, seven
were returned to their (three) homes; and of the forty-
three children who remained at home, twenty (representing
four families) were later removed from their homes, four-
teen children (representing three families of which one
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mother was unmarried) were committed to the Children 1 s
Division because of their mothers 1 desertion, and six
children (representing one family) were placed in foster
homes temporarily because of eviction proceedings which
left them homeless, but were later returned to their
parents on reestablishment of the home, The remaining four
groups of children who stayed with their mothers have con-
tinued to live at home with their mothers who have achieved
fair adjustment, This study shows, therefore, that of the
forty families that appeared in court, thirty- two families
suffered the removal of all or most of their children
prior to or at the time of the initial court appearance
of their mothers. Ten of the families later were re-
united, one being that of an unmarried mother* Twenty- two
of the families continued in their separation, eight of
which are the families of unmarried mothers* In this
group fifteen mothers, five of whom are unmarried, have
shown no interest in their children since their separation;
and of the seven who have shown "little interest," two are
unmarried mothers. One married mother remained separated
from her husband but regained her children. In summary,
twenty-five of the forty families suffered complete break-
downs; twenty- two prior to or at the time of the court
hearings, and three after being placed on probation.
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It seems well to note here that of this group of forty
mothers, twenty-one were without any homes and were more or
less transient at the time of their court appearance. In
this group the mothers either had always lived in furnished
rooms or had broken up their homes and lost their meager
furnishings - belongings that in most cases were described
as completely deteriorated and beyond repair.
It would be comforting to think that a group of women
who so neglected their children as to appear before the
juvenile court would be mental defects or of a very low
intelligence* It has been found, however, by means of
individual and group intelligence tests, that twenty-six
(twenty-one married, five unmarried) of these women were
functioning at a normal or dull normal level of intelli-
gence (fourteen of normal intelligence and twelve of dull
normal intelligence); that only eleven (nine married, two
unmarried) were functioning at a sub-normal level; and but
three (one married, two unmarried) were functioning at a
moron level of intelligence - the lowest having an intelli-
gence quotient of fifty. There is an interesting fact to
point out here: the woman with the intelligence quotient of
fifty is the unmarried mother of two children; and since
being placed on probation she has managed to work quite
regularly, contributing to the support of her children,
one of whom was recently adopted; she has been assisted
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by her mother who has cared for the children, and she has
had only intermittent financial help from social agencies
during periods of unemployment.
These observations would indicate that these neglect
situations were not the result of a lack of intelligence
but rather of other factors* Only one case of neglect was
found to be brought on by the parents* inability to manage
a family adequately. Both of these parents functioned at
a sub-normal level of intelligence. Both lacked the quali-
ties necessary for adequate parenthood: they were lax, easy-
going, unresourceful people who were unable to master finan-
cial management, resulting in inadequate food and clothing;
who failed to take full advantage of community health ser-
vices made available to them; and who lacked even the
ability to maintain ordinary cleanliness and order in their
home. As a matter of fact, they were referred to the court
because utter inefficiency had resulted in school-attendance
problems for their children. In considering solely the
thirty-one married women, it is found that in twenty-eight
of the cases there was the problem of excessive use of
alcohol by either the mother alone or by both parents.
Twenty-two of these mothers merely used alcohol excessive-
ly, whereas six were definitely alcoholic. It was also
found that immorality or promiscuity existed in various
degrees together with the profuse use of alcohol: eighteen
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of these women presented long histories of promiscuity.
Of the unmarried mothers, three were heavy drinkers, one
was alcoholic, and eight were definitely promiscuous. Ill-
ness of the mother, physical and mental, was present in
two situations: one of the mothers ultimately became alco-
holic and promiscuous, and the other, already alcoholic
and promiscuous, became psychotic and was committed to the
State Hospital for Mental Diseases*
Emotional immaturity and instability were found to be
typical characteristics of the group. All forty women
showed much evidence of emotional immaturity and thirty-
eight were found to be extremely unstable. Pour of the
married women were sent ultimately by the court to
Charles V. Chapin Hospital, Providence, R.I., on temporary
care papers for a period of study, and three of these were
diagnosed upon discharge as "psychopathic personalities
with asocial and amoral trends." The fourth, as mentioned
above, was found to be psychotic and was committed to the
State Hospital for Mental Diseases*
Marital discord was very prevalent in these families
with the exception of two of the women living with their
husbands, and two of the three widows. One of the women,
living with her husband, lacked the qualities necessary
for an adequate mother, as also did her husband lack the
necessary qualities to be an adequate father who could
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assume the responsibilities of his family of nine children.
The other woman and her husband were extremely companion-*
able but were heavy drinkers. It is feasible that one of
the widows would have been an adequate mother had she not
been separated from her husband by his entry into military
service where he met his death. Records disclosed that
this man possessed much ego strength that supplemented and
reinforced his wife»s weak ones, and which, possibly, if
continually afforded, would have prevented the neglect
situation. Although the second widow, Mrs. X, enjoyed an
excellent relationship with her husband, it is doubtful,
considering her many delinquencies before her marriage,
whether she would have been able to continue to be an
adequate mother had her husband lived. This widow's mother
was alcoholic and had a long history of promiscuity.
Mrs. X was extremely fond of her mother, visited her often,
and may have eventually followed in her footsteps despite
her husband* s efforts to prevent it. Also, Mr. X was much
older than his wife, and as he grew older and as their
interests grew apart, Mrs. X, because of her "psychopathic
personality with amoral and asocial trends," could quite
easily have reached her present position anyway*
All but one of this group received inadequate income
for long periods of time. The one exception, Mrs. 6, had
enjoyed a good standard of living before her husband 1 s
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entry into the service, but upon his separation from the
family, Mrs. B placed Jane and worked as a waitress, earn-
ing a very substantial Income that was supplemented by a
monthly service pay allotment from the government. Several
other women received a steady and almost adequate Income
through service allotments. Because of unpaid back bills
and the purchase of many long-needed items, however, they
were unable, as usual, to make ends meet. Indeed, the
entire group had been known to social agencies from one to
sixteen years prior to their court appearances. The
average length of time that these families had been known
to social agencies was eight years. A further breakdown
shows that the average was 5.6 years for the unmarried
mothers, and 8.7 for the married mothers.
The majority of these married women lacked the fore-
sight or good fortune to chose adequate husbands; Instead
they seemed to be attracted by immature, unstable individ-
uals quite like themselves.
An important factor entering into this particular
study was the period of study: from July 1st, 1944, to
July 1st, 1947. This was a period when the entire world
was completely upset: World War II raged and it ended;
husbands were separated from their families who sorely
needed them; very dependent wives were forced into inde-
pendence without any preparation - they were forced not
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only to be independent but to become father and mother for
their many children; housing became short; families were
evicted or even worse - crowded with other families; mothers
began to work, leaving their children without adequate care;
and mothers, married at a very early age, never having been
allowed to "work out their growing pains, B and who were
8 till more or less adolescent, became true adolescents
carried away by the false gaiety of the world as well as
by the lavish attention paid by the numerous servicemen
who jammed the streets, theatres, parks, and cafes in
Providence. Many child-neglect situations were aggravated
by and even precipitated by this era. Hie writer is certain
that, if these conditions had not existed, there would have
been a much smaller group charged with the abandonment of
children during this period. Perhaps eventually these
people would have appeared in court, but probably for
"failure to provide proper care or oversight."
The study of the background of these women discloses
that twenty-four of the forty women experienced some type
of breakdown in their own early life experience, that
thirteen came from homes in which one or both of the parents
were immoral, that seventeen of their mothers were inade-
quate as mothers and housekeepers, that thirty-three re-
ceived no religious education and the other seven had form-
ed no real association in this respect, that the same
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thirty- three women received little or no moral training
(they were brought up by parents who, being either amoral
or immoral themselves, were totally Incapable of Inculcating
moral responsibility in their children), that thirty- two
had received nominal educational opportunities, that sixteen
had one or two alcoholic parents, that two had psychotic
parents, and that the entire group had received no training
or preparation for marriage. Ihirteen of the thirty-one
marriages were forced ones. Not one in the group enjoyed
what is considered a wholesome growing-up period; none
looked back on their childhood with pleasure, but rather
with sorrow mixed with feelings of rejection, a lack of
love, a lack of security, and no opportunity of obtaining
recognition. Not one woman in this group had attained
either adulthood or motherhood with clear, adequate concepts
of the moral, social, and religious responsibilities that
must be exercised by mothers towards their children, their
husbands, and their community*
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CHAPTER VI
CASE PRESENTATIONS AND ANALYSIS
In the discussion of the group studied as a whole, It
is impossible to choose one or two factors in each case and
cite them as the causes for a particular woman* s appearance
in court for the neglect of her children. The family break-
down is rather the result of a combination of many factors;
likewise it is the combination of many factors that has
facilitated the rees tablishment of the home and the reuniting
of the families; it is a combination of many factors that
prevented the vast majority of these offenders, despite
their court experience, from maintaining even an interest
in their children; it is a combination of many factors
which precipitated the situations of these nine unmarried
mothers of whom eight made no progress whatsoever in pro-
viding for the care or welfare of their children. Some
of these combined factors are peculiar to all of these
women, and other factors predominate in a few, but the
result, nevertheless, is approximately the same*
In the presentation of the following cases, four
examples from the group studied have been selected to show
not only the most common combination of factors leading to
the mothers* neglect of their children or the most typical
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reactions of the mothers to the factors that face them,
hut also to enable the reader to appreciate the forces
that converge upon a woman of ordinary mental and physical
resources, overpowering her and leading her into asocial
conduct* The first case is that of a woman and her husband
who found, with the assistance of social agencies, the
strength to overcome those forces and those combined
factors that contributed to their neglect situation* This
case is presented first because it supplies a medium of
comparison with those cases that follow where final adjust-
ment was not achieved* The second case is that of a typical
unmarried mother, which reveals not only the problems that
confront the woman, whose type of case represents but 22i%
of the total cases studied, but gives the reader the op-
portunity of examining the tools with which this young
woman is equipped to combat her problems* The third case
is an example of the most common combination of causative
factors in the group studied, and describes a married
woman, living alone, whose problems are those of at least
half of the group studied, and whose reactions are those
most commonly encountered in this study. Her failure to
succeed in overcoming the forces opposing her is at once
understandable to the reader* The last case is that of a
married couple whose instability leads them into such
intermittent separation and reconciliation that it is
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small wonder to the reader that their court appearance did
not occur sooner, and represents the type of case that
usually Involves the greatest number of children, that is
almost invariably unsuccessfully closed, and which is,
therefore, the most important in the light of social case
work.
The first case involving a family breakdown caused the
removal from the home of five of the six children, four of
whom were later returned* The combined factors Included
the excessive use of alcohol, emotional immaturity and in-
stability, the lack of proper training for marriage, and
early life experiences which were not conducive to success-
ful parenthood • all the factors existing in both mother
and father. Both came from families that presented histo-
ries of alcoholism* The mother had chosen a husband com-
parable to herself - one who strayed easily from the re-
sponsibilities of parenthood.
Case 1. Mrs. Yew, a thirty- three year old white
woman, and mother of six children, and her hus-
band appeared before the juvenile court on the
charge of neglect of children in that they "fail-
ed to provide proper care or oversight. • Five of
the children had been found to be suffering from
physical neglect and the lack of much needed
medical care. The sixth child, an idiot, suffer-
ed from the lack of the most baslo care. The
Yews were referred to court by the Rhode Island
Child Service, a children 1 s protective agency*
Rhode Island Child Service had worked with the
family intermittently during the past three
years, since numerous complaints concerning the
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Yews* activities, and consequential neglect of
their children, were received*
At the time of their court appearance, Mr. and
Mrs* Yew and their eleven-year old son were
living in a two-room furnished flat situated
In a large apartment house of questionable
reputation* Five of the children had been re-
moved from the home by Rhode Island Child
Service* Both Mr* and Mrs* Yew presented
histories of excessive drinking* Mr* Yew was
an irregular worker* Mrs. Yew was found to
be an easygoing person and a very incompetent
housekeeper* There was no history of marital
discord. Both Mr. and Mrs. Yew were placed on
probation - Mr. Yew under the supervision of a
male counselor, and Mrs* Yew under the super-
vision of a female counselor* Four of the six
children were found to be neglected and their
custody was given temporarily to Rhode Island
Child Service. The fifth, the idiot, was
committed to Exeter School, a state school for
the feebleminded. Ihe oldest child, Robert,
who was living with his parents at the time of
the court hearing, was allowed to so remain,
and no court action was taken concerning him.
Mrs. Yew was one of four children, of normal
Intelligence, who completed the third year of
high school* Prior to her marriage she
demonstrated instability in that she was a
very irregular worker* Since her marriage she
has not been gainfully employed outside her
home. Mrs. Yew's social background was poor.
Her mother was of questionable reputation and
presented a history of alcoholism* It was not
uncommon for mother and daughter to drink ex-
cessively together* Mrs* Yew had received mini-
mum care as a child and as an adolescent* She
had maintained a close relationship with her
mother, not completely emancipating herself,
and she transferred these dependent feelings to
her husband and her mother-in-law* Since
marriage the Yews were known to numerous social
agencies, as were their respective parents*
Under supervision the Yews gradually improved
their living conditions* Both gave up their
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use of alcohol, and after one year of super-
vision, the family, with the exception of
the idiot, was reunited, and the resultant
Improvement permitted closing of the case*
It is seen that alcoholism, emotional Immaturity and
instability, the lack of proper training for marriage, and
the lack of opportunity to form wholesome identifications
played important parts in this family's breakdown* How-
ever, life experiences of the two were such that they were
able, with supportive case work and much reassurance, to
reestablish their home and reunite their family* Mr* and
Mrs* Yew, despite their unwholesome life experiences, did
experience relationships that were satisfying • relation-
ships that fostered within them a love for their children*
Neither had experienced rejection, and to them children
were born to be loved "regardless come what will* 11 Re-
inforced by this powerful emotion the two parents were
able to resolve their problems*
The remarkable achievement in this situation - the
parents 1 complete abstinence from alcohol - was brought
about by sublimation aided by a series of fortunate cir-
cumstances* Ihe Yews had received little religious train-
ing, but near where they lived was a Salvation Army center
that they, being social people, turned to as a "place to
go in their free time* 11 Ihe organization offered many
activities which appealed to the Yews and which satisfied
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their social yearnings* The Salvation Army was friendly,
and offered companionship and solace. The leaders accept-
ed the Yews wholeheartedly and made them feel that they
had something to contribute to this group* Ihe leaders*
job was so well done that shortly before the close of the
case Mr. Yew had appeared on the radio in behalf of the
organization*
This is an unusual case because final adjustment of
this kind is not typical of the group studied* It shows
clearly that if parents do love their young, they can pro-
vide and care for them despite their previous serious neg-
lect. Finally, it is well to note here that both parents
possessed a "healthy, wholesome respect for authority*"
This was their first court experience and they were not
"court hardened*"
This study included nine unmarried mothers* The un-
married mother is faced with many problems which are not
akin to the married mother's* She is first of all faced
with the social stigma of bearing a child out of wedlock*
It is most difficult to face this social disapproval and
generally the child is rejected even before it is born*
Indeed, certain emotional reactions are set fully in
motion by these social obstacles, and there are the deep
underlying psychological factors which enter into the
situation. A complicated combination of psychic motives
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Is present* The feeling of solitude, increased by the lack
of tenderness in the environment, is conducive to uncon-
trolled sexual indulgence leading to motherhood* Unfortu-
nately for many of these women, their passive needs are un-
satisfied and they become pregnant compulsively again and
again. The unconscious motives that press for the first
pregnancy press for repetition*
Case 2* Helen, a twenty- three year old unmarried
white girl and mother of one child, appeared be*
fore the juvenile court on charge of neglect of
child in that she did abandon such child* She was
referred by the social service department of the
Sophia Little Home, a home for unmarried mothers*
Helen had given birth to Joan at Sophia Little
Home three years prior to court appearance and
she had been assisted by the social worker from
the home in planning for Joan. Joan had been
placed with Helen's adoptive parents. For two
years Helen had accepted the responsibility of
Joan. She then left home and child and after
seven months was found illicitly living with
John Brown, a man of criminal refutation, in a
furnished apartment. At this time Helen was ap-
proximately five months pregnant by another than
John Brown. Joan was found neglected and was
committed to the Children's Division and Helen
was placed on probation with the understanding
that she would be sent to the House of Good
Shepherd until after the birth of the second
child.
Helen was an illegitimate child. Her mother re-
jected and neglected her and while an infant she
was hospitalised for malnutrition. Upon dis-
charge from the hospital she was placed in a
foster home. Her mother did not visit her nor
did she contribute to her support* At the age
of twelve Helen was adopted by her foster par-
ents. Ihe adoptive home was good physically but
her adoptive parents were unable to offer Helen
a satisfactory relationship. She was described
as a Hlone wolf" and this tendency persisted in
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adulthood. Helen felt rejected and discrim-
inated against in relation to her two adop-
tive sisters. Since adolescence she was a
behavior problem. Helen was untruthful, ir-
responsible, and occasionally was accused of
stealing; and later she was considered to be
promiscuous. She was of normal intelligence
(I.Q. ninety) and she completed the third
year of high school. At the age of twenty
she left home because of n family restrictions"
and immediately became pregnant.
Helen adjusted poorly at the House of Good
Shepherd. Pour months after placement she
gave birth to a son, John. As she was not
interested in him, and was unable to support
him, he was found to be a dependent child
and was committed to the Children' s Division.
Two months later Helen was released from the
House of Good Shepherd and was continued on
probation. Since that time she has worked
regularly and has maintained herself ade-
quately in the community. Although a court
order was made for her to contribute to the
children's support, she has neglected in
many instances to do so, and it is clear
that whatever payments are made are brought
about by the court order. Helen has main-
tained no interest in her children*
This neglect situation by an unmarried mother was
brought about by a number of factors. Helen was an immature
and unstable person. Because of her adoptive parents' per-
sonality characteristics, Helen was allowed to grow up
emotionally starved. She "always felt rejected," she was
a wlone wolf." Her conflict was outwardly apparent in ado-
lescence by the presence of her antisocial behavior. Her
environment, like the eight other unmarried mothers, lacked
tenderness. Coupled with the facts that they all lacked
ego strengths, and were more or less conditioned by early
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life experiences, they were easy prey for sexual activities.
The next case is selected because it is representative
of the group of fourteen married women who remained sepa-
rated "more or less" from their husbands, and of whom ten
showed no interest in their children upon their removal from
their care and oversight* A common characteristic of this
group is that they are "homeless*1 at the time of court ap-
pearance* They have formed no permanent ties. Hie majority
use alcohol excessively and are promiscuous* All lack any
concept of the extent of their responsibilities brought on
by their marriage. None were adequate housekeepers or
managers* All lacked the ability to face facts realistic-
ally but continued to run away from them as was their habit
before the removal of the children from their care*
Case 3* Mrs* Hague, a thirty-year old white
woman and mother of four children, appeared
before the juvenile court on the charge of
neglect of children in that she did abandon
them* She was referred to court by Aid to
Dependent Children, which agency spasmodically
assisted the family for five years before court
appearance* Prior to the court hearing Mrs*
Hague left her children without providing ade-
quate care for them* She had presented a
chronic neglect situation for the preceding
four years and a children's protective agency
was active from time to time. She maintained
an inadequate home and gave little care to her
children* She had a questionable reputation
and was known to be a heavy drinker* Mr. Hague
was also a very inadequate person* He was a
most irregular worker and a very heavy drinker
who was most abusive to his wife and children
when intoxicated* He was unwilling to assume
the role of father* Much marital friction
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existed in the home since shortly after mar-
riage and, periodically, Mrs* Hague would
leave her home and family • On several oc-
casions she started divorce proceedings* As
Mrs* Hague presented a problem for a long
period of time, the case was continued for
disposition and. in the interim, she was
sent to Charles V* Chapin Hospital for mental
and physical examinations. At the initial
court hearing, however, the children were
found to be neglected and were committed to
the Children's Division. Upon discharge from
the hospital Mrs. Hague reappeared in court
and was placed on probation*
Mrs. Hague was one of twelve children. Her
early life was most unwholesome. Both par-
ents were alcoholic and neglectful of their
children. At the age of nine Mrs. Hague was
found to be a neglected child and was com-
mitted to the Children's Division. Later she
was placed in a foster home by this agency*
Here she was a behavior problem and presently
she was returned to the Children's Center* a
home for neglected and dependent children
maintained by the Children's Division* Her
antisocial behavior continued and she was
placed for a period of training, by the
Children's Division, at the Home of Good
Shepherd* Upon discharge she returned vol-
untarily to the Children's Center and there
she remained until she reached her majority.
Mrs* Hague functioned at a dull normal level
of Intelligence and she had completed the
first year of high school* Her work record
was erratic* Prior to the court order for
study at the hospital Mrs. Hague had been a
patient there in the psychopathic ward on
two occasions* On the first admission she
was diagnosed as "psychotic"; on the second
admission the diagnosis was "psychoneurotic."
The latest study revealed her to be "without
mental disorder, psychopathic personality,
asocial and amoral."
When Mrs. Hague was placed on probation she
was separated from her husband. Her home
had been broken up and what little furniture
she possessed had been given to her sisters*
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She believed, she stated, that her husband
was the cause of all her difficulties, and
that the way to solve her problems was to
remain away from him* Being homeless, she
went to live, first, with her mother, leav-
ing after a short period of time upon being
Involved in an argument with her mother and
brother* She began to live at various room-
ing houses or with her sisters, all of whom
were as unstable as she* She obtained a
number of jobs but was unable to work stead-
ily* On several occasions she returned to
her husband* She rarely contacted or visit-
ed her children, offering the excuse that
she "didn't want to make them unhappy
*
M She
made no attempt to reestablish a home* She
was resistant to case work by the very
nature of her personality and she lacked any
insight into her situation* She refused to
look realistically at the matter and it is
extremely doubtful that she will ever re-
establish a home and regain her children*
Again it is a combination of factors that have contrib-
uted to this family breakdown. Both parents used alcohol
excessively; both were Immature and unstable; both lacked
the proper qualifications for parenthood* It is interest-
ing to note that Mrs. Hague has completely identified with
her mother and has followed in her footsteps regardless of
the fact that she had experienced a similar breakdown when
she was a youngster* Although Mrs. Hague was removed from
her home when only nine years old, and remained away until
she was twenty-one, she possessed a strong tie to her
mother - a tie which has contributed to this breakdown* In
passing the writer would like to state that she knows sev-
eral of her sisters* All are going through similar ex-
periences but to date have not appeared in court*
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Hie last case presentation has been selected because
It is typical of a particular type of women who very easily
might have been adequate mothers If they had been fortunate
enough to chose stable husbands* Being members of that vast
group of people who are extremely dependent on their loved
ones, who are easily influenced by them - either for better
or worse - and having chosen unstable husbands, they become
unstable themselves. Some are at first given the needed
support by their mothers or mother-substitutes, and when
stripped of their assistance for one reason or another they
begin to deteriorate. This situation, as are so many of
them, is influenced by the excessive use of alcohol by the
husband. Feeling left out of things, having strong depend-
ent needs, craving love and attention, the wives begin to
drink. The family's income is spent on liquor; the children
are not properly fed or clothed, and are continually sub-
jected to the control of inebriate parents; the home is neg-
lected; the family comes to the attention of the police and
ultimately to the attention of the court. Because of this
type of woman 1 s feeling for her children, which is genuine,
this is the type of family where children are usually kept
in the home as long as possible.
Again a number of factors in a particular configura-
tion are found. Here ego strengths are extremely weak, and
dependent upon profuse love from husband - ego strengths
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which could be nurtured by a strong husband or destroyed
by a weak one, ego strengths which could be fostered by a
mother-substitute if such appeared on the scene before mat*
ters had gotten completely out of hand. Weak ego strengths
signify lack of emotional maturity and instability. If, in
this type of person, religious training or the like had been
fostered, it might well provide the bridge to security and
adjustment by fulfilling the strong unmet dependency needs*
Case 4. Mrs. Gray, a thirty-year old white
woman and mother of four children, and husband
appeared in juvenile court on charge of neglect
of children in that they failed to provide
proper care or oversight. They were referred
by Rhode Island Child Service. The Grays pre-
sented a history of excessive neglect for a
number of years and three years prior to present
court appearance both had been arraigned in
district court on a like charge. Both were
placed on probation at that time for a six-
months period. Mr. and Mrs. Gray were alcoholics.
Mr. Gray was most abusive when intoxicated and
the police were constantly at their home to stop
the beatings that he frequently administered to
Mrs. Gray. Mr. Gray was an inadequate worker and
gave insufficient money to Mrs. Gray even when he
was in a position to provide fairly adequately.
The children, all of high average intelligence
and with vast potentialities, were malnourished,
dirty, inadequately clothed, and attendance prob-
lems. Joan, the oldest child, was beginning to
show signs of behavior difficulties regardless
of the fact that she was "daddy 1 s favorite."
Mr. and Mrs. Gray were placed on probation, Mr.
Gray being placed under the supervision of a
male counselor, and Mrs. Gray being placed
under the supervision of a female counselor
No court action was taken against the children
and they were allowed to remain in their
parents 1 home*
Mrs. Gray, while an infant, "was removed from
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the care of her mother and was shortly adopt-
ed." Her home was good but the adopted mother
did not allow Mrs* Gray to emancipate herself*
Rather Mrs. Gray maintained a dependent atti-
tude towards her which she transferred to her
husband upon her marriage* Mrs. Gray was of
dull normal intelligence and she had completed
the first year of high school. When eighteen
years of age Mrs* Gray learned that she was
"adopted, tt which fact upset her considerably
•
Mrs* Gray had to be married and from the out*
set of marriage Mr* Gray did not assume his
role of husband* The adopted mother supple-
mented Mrs* Gray and family and until her
death the family managed fairly well* Short-
ly after adoptive mother's death* and many
times later, adoptive father remarked to Mrs.
Gray that he "was sorry to have adopted her."
When placed on probation the second time for
neglect of children, Mr. and Mrs* Gray sepa-
rated, feeling that they could not get along
together. The condition of the home fluctu-
ated - first being good and then bad* Mrs.
Gray was unhappy without her husband and the
two eventually were reconciled* Periodical-
ly they resorted to alcohol and during those
periods the home and children suffered.
They were unable to maintain any improvement.
Neither has been willing to face the fact
that he is "not the type that can use alcohol
moderately." Both reject Alcoholics Anonymous.
For a period of time Mrs* Gray was at the
House of Good Shepherd* She was in need of
rest and routine. The children were placed
temporarily and Mrs. Gray improved physical-
ly through the placement but she was unable
to hold the gain she had made*
This case of neglect was brought on directly by the
excessive use of alcohol and much marital conflict. Mr.
and Mrs. Gray were immature and unstable. Mr* Gray showed
this through his excessive drinking, by his refusal to
support his family even when in position to do so, and by
-3
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bis unwillingness to accept the fact that he may he a
contributing factor to this family breakdown. Mrs, Gray
displayed her immaturity and instability because of her
inability to function adequately unless supplemented con-
tinually by a very resourceful mother or mother-substitute.
Not receiving the support she needed from her husband, she
resorted to alcohol as a means of escape. Too, she used
alcohol as a "tool" to obtain the attention she so strong-
ly desired from her husband. Because of her strong identi-
fication with her adoptive mother, because of her good
relationship with her, she loved and cherished her chil-
dren, but being so crippled in her personality and char-
acter, she has been unable to function independently*
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has described the moral aspects of the
duties of parents to their children as first set forth in
the Bible, and in the early English laws upon which our
forefathers and present-day legislators based their laws
concerning the welfare of children and their parents 1 ob-
ligation to them. It was stated that there has been a
need for such expression from at least the beginning of
recorded history, and it was further stated that the moral
aspects of today's laws are coincident with that upon which
they are based, modified somewhat by the concepts of the
social thinking of the present time*
This study has involved the examination of past and
present factors that contributed to or influenced the
behavior of each one of this group of forty women who ap-
peared before the Juvenile Court of Rhode Island on the
charge of neglect of children, and who were placed on
probation. In so doing, the writer felt that It was first
necessary to consider the type of neglect for which each
offender appeared in court. Examination disclosed that
although only fourteen appeared in court specifically
charged with failure tt to provide proper care or overs ight"
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for their children, actually the entire group had failed
In this respect*
Most of the group of married women were separated from
their husbands* Nine ultimately lived with their husbands;
and of these, only two enjoyed a satisfactory relation-
ship* Indeed* one of this group was separated from her
husband because of his entry into the service and after
his death did not marry; and* furthermore* three addition-
al women were widows throughout the entire period* Never-
theless* the study revealed that it was unlikely that two
of these four women would have made satisfactory marital
adjustments had their husbands lived* This is a signifi-
cant finding* and combined with the fact that all of these
women had failed to give proper care or oversight to their
children* indicated that the wives were greatly responsible
for the family breakdown despite the lack of foresight or
good fortune in the majority of the women in choosing unsta-
ble* immature husbands*
The average age of the group was twenty-nine years; the
median age of the married group was thirty- three and one-
half years; and the median age of the unmarried mothers was
twenty- three years* Youthfulness, therefore, was found not
to be a factor in these situations* since all were "old
enough to know better."
The intelligence level of the majority of the group -
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twenty-one of the married women and five of the unmarried -
was found to be within normal limits • Defective intelli-
gence, therefore, was not a causative factor in the major-
ity of the situations*
It was found that immorality or promiscuity as well
as the excessive use of alcohol were present in more than
half of the cases studied* This observation indicates that
the group suffered deep-seated emotional conflicts, and
possessed many unmet emotional needs* Farther, the study
revealed that emotional immaturity and instability were
typical characteristics of the group, whereas illness of
the mothers, physical and mental, was found not to be
characteristic. It is no wonder, therefore, that marital
discord was found to be so prevalent and that so many of
these women had no homes or strong family ties*
The economic status of the group was below that which
is conducive to marital harmony, as only one of the group
studied received an adequate income*
The group disclosed its emotional and financial de-
pendence in its previous association with social agencies:
the average span of time being eight years (5*6 years for
the unmarried mothers and 8*7 years for the married women).
This emphasizes the very important fact that these situa-
tions were chronic - that the pattern was firmly establish-
ed.
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It is thus seen that these women, although sufficient-
ly mature in age and intelligence, for one reason or another
were not conditioned to make adequate wives and mothers*
3he study of the backgrounds and early life experiences of
these women bears out this statement, 'twenty-four of the
forty women experienced some type of breakdown in early
life; thirteen came from homes in which one or both parents
were immoral; seventeen of their mothers were Inadequate
as mothers and housekeepers; thirty- three received no
religious training, and the remaining seven had formed no
association whatsoever in this respect; the above thirty-
three received inadequate moral training; thirty received
limited educational opportunities; sixteen had one or two
alcoholic parents; and the entire group had received no
preparation for marriage*
In short, the group suffered not merely from one harm-
ful early experience, but from many, and therefore were,
upon entering their wedded life, totally unprepared moral-
ly, emotionally, religiously, and socially to meet the re-
sponsibilities they were assuming - they were "cripples"
and could not carry on unassisted* Also thirteen of the
married women entered "forced" marriages, a factor that
added more fuel to the fire*
Hie early life experiences of the unmarried group were
like those of the married women* Ihey, too, suffered from
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more than one of the crippling experiences described above*
Ms study reveals, therefore, that a combination of
factors contributed to these family breakdowns; that be-
cause of typical characteristics brought about by their
past experiences, because they had not been enabled to
develop the proper moral responsibility towards their
children, and because they lacked the characteristics neces-
sary for successful motherhood, these women neglected their
children*
Neglect by these forty women seriously disrupted the
lives of one hundred and forty children. Seventy-nine of
these children (twenty-five families) have not been re-
united with their parents, and that they ever will be seems
unlikely - they are forgotten children as far as their
mothers are concerned. This is a relatively small group,
but considering the scope of the problems involved, it is
a large number of children* It seems, therefore, that the
community must devise a method of preventing the occur-
rence of the situations* Also the community must plan for
the families that are thus disorganized*
It has been shown that these neglect situations are
chronic, and that these mothers are immature, unstable,
dependent people - people who, at this writing, are beyond
the reach of the present available case work services*
These people (mothers) have demonstrated not only their
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unwillingness to be helped, but also their inability to
benefit from existing case work services.
Hiese findings demonstrate the existence of a very
great need - a need for a social agency that could offer
long-term assistance: an assistance available before the
family circumstances precipitated court action, an assist-
ance enabling these families to be reunited under super-
vision; an assistance to be either intermittent or continu-
ous depending on the particular case situation* Neglect
situations develop over a period of years and, consequent-
ly, demand additional years of professional service to re-
shape the personalities and the behavior pattern existing
in these families.
In the light of the above needs, the agency must be
public - large appropriations would be required to support
its work; it must at all times be available to accept from
any social agency cases in which an early stage of neglect
situation is evidenced by the presence of typical "neglect
symptoms 11 ; it must be staffed by experts in neglect situa-
tions for the purpose of study and diagnosis, and by case
workers who are able to offer friendly, forthright, prac-
tical, and thorough services whose scope encompasses all
of the possible needs of such families - its services being
so planned that the term of service it offers can meet the
needs of the most hopeless situation whether assistance be
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required during the whole period of rehabilitation or Just
intermittently. Uais agency, basically preventive in its
nature, would relieve other social agencies for other cases
requiring short-term services; it would keep many neglect
cases out of court and let rehabilitation begin before
serious breakdown occurs; it would keep families together,
preventing traumatic experiences which have such harmful
effects on the children so involved* Since no social
agency can offer a panacea for the ills it seeks to cure,
neither could this agency be expected to prevent all court
appearances on the charge of neglect of children since some
families will always exist undetected, unwilling to be
helped or incapable of being helped by any means known to
our present society* On the basis of the cases studied, the
writer feels that the presence of such an agency certainly
would have prevented the court appearances of fifteen of
the mothers, since the limited resources now available
brought about their rehabilitation even after the situations
had become so serious that they required court action* Cer-
tainly had these cases been referred early in their develop-
ment to an agency specialized in treating neglect situations,
they would have been sooner enabled to function independent-
ly. For obvious reasons it is hardly likely that any agency
could have reunited the eight unmarried mothers and their
children; but of the remaining seventeen not reunited, it
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is the writer's opinion that possibly one half of these
might have had more favorable prognoses had such an agency
been afforded them when their neglect situations were
incipient*
Since a clear focus on the needs of the present can
easily project the image of future needs, it Is reasonable
to expect that an agency that could offer preventive assist-
ance to families that present the characteristics typical
of neglect situations might easily support itself on the
saving to the community in the reduction of the number of
children whose support and oversight the community must
furnish when homes are broken under the circumstances of
neglect.
Approved,
Richard EC. Conant
Dean
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APPENDIX
SCHEDULE
Name Case No.
Birth date Age at time of court
appearance
Race
Referred by
Offense
a. circumstances resulting in charge
Marital status
a. unmarried
D* married and living with husband
c. separated (legally or otherwise)
d« divorced
e. widow
Number of children involved
a. physical and mental condition
b« living with or away from parents
c« attitude of parent towards child
Home
a» type
1. good
2. fair
3« poor
4. homeless
Early life history
Religious affiliation
Intelligence
Personality type
School achievement
Work record
Phyaical condition
WQ jJ L n • ©
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Mental condition
Marital adjustment
Economic status
Contact with social agencies
a* length of time
b. type of service received
Adjustment after court experience and under
supervision
a* willingness to be helped
b* interest in home and children
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